
FIRST  TERM  EXAMINATION 
 

Name : …………………….                                    
Class:  4AM ... 
 
Text:                                      New Millennium – New Food 
 
       Twenty years ago, the UK wasn’t famous for good food. In fact, most people laughed 

           at British cooking. When people talk about traditional British food, they always think fish 
and chips and a cup of tea. 

                 Tea wasn’t always a British drink. The Chinese discovered tea nearly 5000 years ago, 
but it didn’t become popular in Europe until the 17th century. 

          After water, tea is the most popular drink in the world. Tea is very good for you and the 
Chinese say that it helps people to stay young. 

                 Fish and chips shops became famous among poor people in the UK in the 19th century. 
          Poor people worked very long hours and they didn’t have much free time for cooking.   

Fish and chips were cheap, but they weren’t healthy. The shops fried fish and chips in the 
lard (the fat from cows).Eating a lot of oil is bad but lard is much worse. 

 
  

PART  ONE :     A/   READING COMPREHENSION     (07pts)  
 
            Read the text carefully and do the following activities  
 
Activity one : Read the text and answer the following questions :  (02pts) 
1/ Is tea the most popular drink in the world ?   ……………………………………. 
2/ Were fish and chips healthy ?  …………………………………….. 
 
Activity two :  Read the following statements and write “true”, “false” or “not mentioned”    
                                                                           (03pts)  
1/  Tea originally came from China .     …………………… 
2/  The UK hasn’t got many foreign restaurants.       ………………….. 
3/ Fish and chips were expensive.    ………………….    
 

       Activity three:  Match each title to its corresponding paragraph:    (02pts) 
 

Titles Paragraphs   
The history of tea. 

Food in Britain in the 19th century 
People’s opinion about British food. 
 

Paragraph one 
Paragraph two 

  Paragraph three 

 
 
 
 



        B/    MASTERY OF LANGUAGE    (07pts) 
 
            Activity one:  Reorder the words to get coherent sentences :( 02pts) 
                       
             most/ drink/ in the world/ Tea/ preferred/ is/ the / 
               …………………………………………………………….. 
            comes / China/ isn’t/ from / tea / ? / it  
             ……………………………………………………… 
 
         Activity two:   Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets:      (03pts)  
 
             Pizza (to be) ……….. originally an Italian specialty. The Italians (to make) ………….     
             the first one in 1860.  Most people (to like )…………pizza , don’t they?       
 
      Activity three:  Pick out from the text four verbs and complete the table according to the    
                                         pronunciation of their final “ed”  :  (02pts) 
 

/ d  /   /t/  
1……….. 
2………… 

 

1…………. 
2…………… 

       
         PART TWO:   Integrated Situation     (06pts ) 

 You have invited you English friend to have dinner at home. Write a recipe for a traditional 
dish that you will serve him. 
 

Write about :  
Name of the dish / what is it made of / how it is cooked/ what is it served with /on which 
occasion you cook it …etc 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Good luck  


